Chapter 3
Methodology and Research Planning
3.1

Research methodology

The findings will be developed by the combination of theory and practice, which still
need to be addressed to the review of the results at the end. The documentation of the
applicability and practicality of the research is to be created by case study work. This
type of qualitative research design is particularly suitable for confirmation of practiceoriented research. The idea is to find examples for banks which have not stood the
threats occurred during the crisis and examples for banks which survived during the
crisis.
An unsuccessful bank has to be identified and analyzed by factors in the corporate
strategy having caused the bankruptcy or the crisis in the business. In that way, the
analysis will help to find out about factors to avoid crises in the business strategy of
banks.
An additional supporting method will be a quantitative approach by making a survey.
For that a questionnaire will be send out to different banks to get an overview of
impressions to the crisis, their causes and solutions from the field, to provide the
knowledge to arrive at the conclusion.

3.2

Research design

The research design of the case study can be understood as the collection and analysis
of data related to an investigated unit. The use of case studies throughout using the
questions "How, Why, Who, etc." represents an adequate concept to research
phenomena in the "Real-Life"-environment. But even if the information level given by
case studies is generally considered quite high, there is a fundamental criticism of this
research design. The main criticism is the lack of generality of statements. The ability to
produce generalizable results is missing in the research design of a case study. That
means, by analyzing a case, a general theory cannot be formulated which is universally
valid. It is discussed contrariwise to this by showing two possible types of
generalization: statistical and analytical generalization. While it is the goal of statistical
generalization to make general statements about totality, the focus of analytical
generalization (attributed to case study) is the development and enhancement (or
exemplary verification) of theories or models and constructs.

This study on hand should also use case study for validation of facts, whereat in terms
of an analytical generalization of the identification and description of concepts in a bank
can be made.
In addition there will be a questionnaire to help validating the findings from the case
study.

3.3

Significance and target group

The aim of this work is to identify strategies and mistakes made during the crisis that
make it possible to carry out banking business successfully through the more and more
difficult environments now and in the future. The creation and preservation of long-term
successful concepts is the focus of the vision. The view is a holistic, i.e. it can be
considered not only to focus on single constructs such as the orientation of single
business areas in isolation, but it shows the relationships between several relevant
constructs in the strategic management.
The addressed target group in this work includes representatives from the industry and
academic areas.
In the praetical area, the study applies to employees in strategic management, due to the
strategic approach. The addressed representatives should be employed on the top
management level. The benefits for this group are to be seen in a structured approach,
which should make it possible to do successful business on the more and more regulated
and competitive environment with an adequate strategy.
In the academic field, the study should stimulate the discussion about the theory of
strategic management. The potential benefits for science are in the development of a
procedure for the identification of strategies and modeling of existing strategies.
In the following figure, the steps to follow (research planning process) during this
research are illustrated:
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Research Planning Process

3.4 Research methods
There are two major research approaches:
-

qualitative and

-

quantitative.

They are both standardized research methods of empirical research (Flick 2010). A
qualitative and a quantitative approach both are used for this research.
3.4.1.
Qualitative research method
The qualitative approach has a variety of methods including Action Research, Case
Study Research, Grounded Theory, Discourse Analysis, Hermeneutics, and Narrative
and Metaphor(Myers 2013).Examples of qualitative approach data sources comprise
observation, documents and texts, and the researcher’s impressions and reactions. The
primary usage of the qualitative approach in this context will help to understand the
crisis and its consequences that hit the banks.
In Chapter 2 the grounded theory was described. This is another form of qualitative
research based on secondary sources (mostly newspapers, magazines and online media).
These sources are in particular relevant because the crisis was temporarily the topic of
almost all media and provides the most information. Based on that sources a
questionnaire will be created. The questions and the case study will focus on the
identification of factors from the theory.
The quantitative approach covers different methods including surveys, laboratory
experiments, simulation, mathematical modeling, structured equation modeling,
statistical analysis, and econometrics (Myers 2013). After comparing qualitative and
quantitative approach characteristics, it seemed more appropriate to primarily use a
qualitative approach to carry out this study and compare the findings with the results
from the survey.
3.4.2.
Quantitative research method
For the validation process, there will be a quantitative approach as well, using the
method of a survey. The limitation of the survey method is that it needs a large sample
of a population to achieve generalizable solutions. The nature of this research makes the
use of survey methods very complex, because the target audience is probably not
expected to be large. Another problem is that the sample group of this research is a very

busy one and it takes time to get an answer if there is no department instructed to deal
with such a request for a questionnaire. That's why the questionnaire was sent out via
mail early enough. Thus, a survey has a supporting (support or refute) character to the
findings of this study. Anyways, the quantification of organizational processes or
phenomena is not commonly an effective method of research(Vogt 2007). Therefore, a
quantitative analysis is generally not suitable for performing this research by itself but
can be used as additional source to the research.

3.5 Sources of data
2 different types of sources are relevant for this research: Primary and secondary data
sources.
3.5.1.
Primary sources
A primary source provides direct or firsthand evidence about an event, object, person, or
work of art. Examples for primary sources are historical and legal documents,
eyewitness accounts, and the results of experiments, statistical data, pieces of creative
writing, audio and video recordings, speeches, and art objects. Interviews, surveys,
fieldwork, and Internet communications via email, blogs, and newsgroups are also
primary sources. In the natural and social sciences, primary sources are often empirical
studies - research where an experiment was performed or a direct observation was
made(Fraenkel, Wallen & Hyun 1993).
There are different forms of surveys, like verbal, written, telephone and online/email
surveys. For this work the written survey is relevant.
Written survey(Hayes 1998):
On the questionnaire, the questions are to be answered in written way and the
questionnaires will be distributed by mail or through media. The advantages are in the
fact that it is possible to inexpensively and quickly carry out a survey to a potentially
large amount of people. Disadvantages are primarily in the low return quota, a low
representation and the lack of opportunity to influence the right order of answering the
questions.
3.5.2.
Secondary sources
Secondary sources describe, discuss, interpret, comment upon, analyze, evaluate,
summarize, and process primary sources. Secondary source materials can be articles in

newspapers or popular magazines, book or movie reviews, or articles found in scholarly
journals that discuss or evaluate someone else's original research(Hair 2007).
As mentioned, there will be a single case study to analyze. It will be the case of a failed
bank. Fields of investigation will be the crisis and the impact on the business model,
what means, where the focus of the bank was, whether it was corporate, investment,
private banking, the customer segmentation, capital structure/stock and the
management. Therefore it is necessary to do a literature review and follow the relevant
news having been distributed during the last 7 years. The case study approach will help
to find answers to questions like “What happened?” “How did it happen?” “Why did it
happen?” “Who was responsible?” “What was the reason?” and “Could it have been
avoided somehow?” / "What has to change?" etc. The main research questions are
followed by “How”, "Why" and “What”, where the qualitative approach is most
appropriate (Yin 2003). The research for the case studies will be based on secondary
data. As mentioned earlier, there are several research methods that can be used under
the qualitative approach; however, case study was selected as the most suitable method
to investigate an event that leads to the answers to the research questions.
The case study or single case study finds their place in the qualitative research as a
research plan (also known as "design" or research approach(Lamnek 1995, p. 4)). That
implies the goals, the course, conditions and rules for the research. But this plan does
not determine the used test methods, thus, the methods of data collection and evaluation
in advance(Mayring 1993, p. 28).
The single case analysis afterMayring(Mayring 1993, p. 28)is an important approach in
qualitative research, which tries to understandpeople or even a social system as an
object of investigation in its individuality(Lamnek 1995, p. 5). In this context, social
units such as groups, cultures, organizations and behavioral patterns can be mentioned.
In this research approach particularly interesting cases that are typical or extreme, are
being described and analyzed in all dimensions that are important for the research
question. The goal is to draw a holistic and thus realistic picture of reality(Lamnek
1995, p. 5). A single case approach requires an analytic intuition that states to have been
encountered on something that provides ideas, categories and formulas for neglected
social issues and un thought social contexts. The material used can be varied be (in
addition to the usual sources of qualitative research such as interviews and participatory
observation, data from archives, photos, drawings, exercise books, diaries, etc.), but a

specific procedure is required to ensure the scientific usability of the data. Mayring
identifies five key aspects(Mayring 1993, p. 29) as the following:1

Question (What is being investigated?)

2

Case definition (What is a case and who is being investigated?)

3

Data collection (Which (meaningful for the question) sources, which (qualitative)
methods are used?

4

Treatment (How is the data documented? As commented? How is the data
summarized, structured, and how categories are formed?)

5

Case classification (How can the case fit into a context?)

Case studies provide deeper insights into areas of research which are usually hard to
reach(Mayring 1993, p. 32),(Lamnek 1995, p. 6) and admit insights into relationships
and typical operations through their multi-layered, open approach. They also enable the
verification of results obtained with a particular survey method (Mayring 1993, p. 32).
An important assumption is that the findings cannot be taken as general solution for the
problem in the banking sector. The study has a supporting character to back the findings
from the literature (Chapter 2).
In addition, the questionnaire shall support the findings from the case study by
impressions from the field as mentioned in the introduction.
3.6 Case study
The case study will be likely the basis for the empirical approach of the questionnaire.
By the answers from the field, the findings from the case shall be proved. Thereby the
single case approach is being disposed. From the theory in chapter 2, the main problems
that led to the crisis that are being discussed in the public have been identified. Based on
these problems the questions for the questionnaire have been formulated and the
analysis of the case will take part.
In this section the case study research method applied in this thesis will be defined.
While the selection of the case has been defined above and some facts about what kind
of case shall be analyzed, this chapter has to focus on the research planning for the case
study.

Individual case studies (sectoral studies) are useful if new, historically unique or
exemplary phenomena or process innovations are to be explored (see above in the
chapter about sample selection). A case is a social unit that has a history. A case can
therefore be a person, but also a family, a work team, an organization or an entire
nation. It can be investigated for example the biography of a person, the progress of a
psychotherapy, the story of a family or a group of people, a company, a reform project,
or of an invention or the course of a catastrophe and their coping attempts(Berg 2001, p.
225).
In practice, individual case studies are usually carried out in order to gain knowledge
about the particular case investigated. For generalizable scientific knowledge, individual
case studies are wrongly considered fruitless. From cases, it is derivable that certain
phenomena or developments are generally possible. The transfer of knowledge from one
case to other cases is beyond what is justified by the ceteris paribus strategy (ceteris
paribus = under the same conditions): When the initial and context conditions of the
studied case are fully investigated and documented, it can be checked for new cases for
what extent identical or similar conditions exist. The bigger the match, the greater is the
transferability(Yin 2003). Based on this principle, nowadays, e.g. practical examples of
innovations and reform measures in Research Information Systems are documented as
good practical examples so that others can learn from these examples for own projects.
In the empirical research, there are four basic performance criteria that make up the
quality of are search method: validity, reliability, objective it yandsignificance(Yin
1989, pp. 40-45), (Bramann & Dodel 2001, p. 3), (Mickeler & Stahl 2002, p. 5),
(Lamnek 1988, pp. 140-144):
Validity
The validity of the results is the most significant quality criterion of empirical social
research(Lamnek 1988, p. 149). Validity is defined as the degree of accuracy with
which a method measures what is supposed to measure. Validity can be further
differentiated in construct validity(validity of the theoretical assumption), internal
validity(validity of the results) and external validity(generalizability of results)(Lamnek
1988, p. 149). Yin provides various method tonsures the validity of a case study.

Construct validity:
-

Use multiple data sources(Yin 1989, pp. 85-87)

-

Develop chains of evidence(Yin 1989, pp. 102-103)

-

Review the case study design (Yin 1989, p. 41)

Internal validity:
-

Perform structural comparisons (pattern matching) (Yin 1989, p. 109)

-

Build explanation structure (Yin 1989, pp. 113-115)

-

Perform time analysis (Yin 1989, pp. 115-118)

External validity:
-

Use replication logic(Yin 1989, p. 41)

Reliability (Yin 1989, p. 70)
The reliability of are search method indicates to what extent survey results can be
reproduced, i.e., whether a repeated experiment, can obtain the same results again.
Objectivity
Objectivity is the greatest possible independence of the statement sand results of
individual circumstances or conditions. Brahman and Do del propose three methods to
meet the requirements of objectivity.
-

Transparent presentation of the research process(Bramann & Dodel 2001)

-

Examine from several perspectives(Bramann & Dodel 2001)

-

Use multiple data sources(Bramann & Dodel 2001)

Significance (Mickeler & Stahl 2002, p. 5)
Significance refers to thetheoreticalorpracticalsignificanceofresearchmethodsconcerning
the examined problem.
3.6.1.
The process of a case study research
In the literature different, more or less detailed described procedures for the design of
case studies can be found. Some of these are briefly explained in the following figure.
The majority of contributions are specifically designed to the case study as a research
method. For use as a "teaching method", there are only few concepts. In the last

mentioned concepts it is discussed more on how the case study can be used in the
classroom.
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case study design

Relevant to this work is the general structure
-

problem definition,

-

data collection,

-

transcript of the case and

-

data analysis.

It is also helpful to clarify the question, what data is required for the case study and
from where the information could be obtained.
Thereby it is to mention that previous steps like the problem definition (crisis in the
banking sector, failure of Lehman Brothers, etc.) and case selection already took place,
so that the next step is to explain the information search about the case Lehman
Brothers.

3.6.2.
Information sources
The information needed will mainly be obtained from the media of the last few years
after the bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers. Thereby, it will be a focus on serious
newspapers, magazines and articles in bank-related magazines. In addition, there will be
a well-funded literature review on the related topic. Thus, the data collection will apply
on secondary sources (documents research) about the failure of the bank. The research
took part in advance and the next step is to summarize the information into a case study.
At the latest with the collapse of Lehman Brothers, it is clear that the bursting of the
U.S. housing bubble had a devastating impact in Europe. First, it stroke the banks, and
then the financial system went into a deep worldwide economic crisis.
Lehman Brothers became the main symbol for the outbreak of the financial crisis in
2007.
3.7 Questionnaire
The target audience receives a questionnaire by mail. In an accompanying letter from
the researcher, the respondents will be invited to participate, and filling procedures are
explained. Also a return envelope will be enclosed. The respondents were asked to
answer and return the questionnaire.
Advantages:


Lower costs than oral survey (no interviewers) and



No distortion by interviewers (but less motivation on the other hand).

Disadvantages:


Rate of return,



No control of the interview situation and



Written comments often act as a barrier.

Typical target groups:
A large spatial separation of the each respondents increases the cost and time required
(therefore the costs for an oral interview would be particularly high). It needs a higher
social education layer that is used to deal with written information. If the topic is
interesting and provides an opportunity for self-expression of interest enforcement, the
informant might be more interested.

3.7.1.
Ask the right questions
Great attention should be paid to the visual / graphical presentation of the questionnaire.
It should not give impression of an impersonal mass mailing. The time for answering
the questionnaire should not be too long; Upper limit of answering time in this study is
20 minutes. The questions must be simple and unambiguous. Using scaling methods,
examples should be used for explanation. The structure of the questionnaire must be
easier than with oral questioning; Questions that require relatively simple, rational
decidable answers. For this reason, it makes sense, as far as possible, to use closed
questions. A number of respondents can only be motivated if they get mailed several
times as a reminder.
In the literature, the following rules of thumb for the formulation of questions are
called(Atteslander 2003, pp. 188-190), (Schnell, Hill & Esser 1995, pp. 303-304):
-

Questions should be formulated clearly and unambiguously. Only clear
questions can be answered correctly. The respondent should not have to think
twice what is meant and what the question seeks.

-

Questions should contain simple words; colloquial language of the addressee has
to be taken into account. Avoid foreign words and abbreviations.

-

Questions should be short and relate only to one situation. Double questions
(e.g. two or more issues are addressed in a question) should be avoided.

-

It should refrain from difficult grammatical constructions (involved period,
double negation, etc.).

-

Questions should appeal to facts directly and concretely. Abstract terms have to
be defined.

-

The questions should provoke no specific answer (suggestive questions).

-

Questions should be formulated as neutral as possible and should not contain
loaded or evaluative terms.

-

The questions should be formally balanced, i.e. they should allow a broad
response spectrum.

-

Hypothetical questions should not be asked (e.g. If you would win the lottery,
would you spend or save the money?). Reason: Hypothetical questions are
aimed at situations to which respondents have no experience and which they
have hitherto usually not considered. The responses are therefore expected to be
unreliable. The same also applies to the use of retrospective questions (e.g. what

was it like when you got the job?). Information on such questions are considered
less reliable because they are affected by gaps in memory, subsequent
rationalizations, etc. (Schnell, Hill & Esser 1995, p. 314).
The last mentioned formulation rules refer to the aspect of the validity of the answers.
From studies following relationships are known:
-

The further back an event is, the less accurate are the data

-

The more a person is interested in a topic, the more valid and reliable are the
answers

-

The more important an event for a person, the more accurate the information.

-

The more threatening an event was, the more likely it will be forgotten

-

About socially disapproved issues there will be only little coverage;
Respondents rarely give open answers

-

The higher a subject is socially evaluated, the more likely the information is too
highly distorted (distortion effect)

-

For closed questions with two response alternatives, the last alternative has the
greater attraction.

3.7.2.
Question types and answer forms
A general distinction is made between open and closed questions.
For open questions, respondents can formulate the answer freely; they can set personal
priorities and determine the content, form and detail of the answer. To ask open
questions is advisable, when the researcher has only little knowledge about the attitude,
views, etc., of addressees to a particular topic, and hence cannot make any detailed
breakdown of the object to be examined. Open questions make sense, when the
reference frame of people is to be determined, and if reasons for opinions, attitudes, etc.
should be collected. The respondent may respond within his frame of reference, so that
the knowledge and the attitude that are actually present in the surveyed person come to
light. The use of open questions has the disadvantage that it gives personal and only
limited comparable data. Moreover, the quality of the responses strongly depends on
articulation ability and willingness of respondents. In different surveys it was repeatedly
observed that many participants are reluctant to write, accordingly barren and
unproductive the answers to open questions were given. From open questions the
researcher gets qualitative data (text). This means: The results are relatively high

evaluation costs, since the texts must be content-analytically edited and have to be
elaborated by using a category system.
For the consideration whether to use more likely open or closed questions, the theses
shall apply to(Eikenbusch 1998, p. 103):
-

Open questions are easier to create; closed questions are easier to evaluate

-

Open questions do not limit the answers; closed questions provide the
respondent the possibility for the development of their opinion

-

Open questions can help to identify problems; closed questions help to quantify
views - see also the overview in(Burkhard & Eikenbusch 2000, pp. 117-121).

This brings us to the closed questions with given answers. The disadvantages of open
questions are the advantages of closed questions. Persons who (still) cannot or do not
want to express themselves in a differentiated way can better cope with closed
questions; closed questions are answered more frequently than open. The data of closed
questions can be compared relatively well, quantitative results will be obtained, which
have to be interpreted. Closed questions bring up the reference system of the researcher;
only the aspects that are important to the researcher are being addressed. About the
factors which are in addition relevant to the respondents cannot be found out anything.
This can be problematic when respondents are faced with considerations to which they
have not formed an opinion yet. This problem is amplified by limited response options.
To avoid this, it can be offered "indifference deals" (answer category: "I don't know" or
"not sure") and added "opening categories" (answer category: "Others") (Schnell, Hill &
Esser 1995, pp. 341-343).
From the response format, the following types of closed questions can be
distinguished(Belson 1981):
-

Alternative question: There are only two possible answers given (yes - no, true not true, etc.)

-

Choice questions: answers with multiple choices of answers can be selected and
checked. It can also be selected from multiple answers of 5 to 7 predefined
alternatives (multiple choice questions). It is recommended to limit the selection
(e.g. maximum of 3 check marks). A special form represents the scale question.
This form is appropriate if the given alternatives can be interpreted as shades of
the question dimensions(Hagmüller 1979, p. 98)– (for example: "Please mark

the degree of consent: strongly agree / partly agree / tend to disagree / strongly
disagree"- Or: Numeric scales: 1 - 2 - 3 - 4- For "odd" scale (e.g. 5 options) there
is a "center", which will be chosen most by indecisive people or those without
reasoned judgment (central tendency). To polarize the question, there should be
an even number of choices (e.g. 6-scale.) Note: It depends on the nature of given
response options which operations afterwards are possible and permitted in the
evaluation; keyword: scale level)
-

List-, index- or catalogue-questions: For a number of terms, attributes,
statements etc. there should be selected those that apply with respect to a
particular question.

In addition to this classification, questions can be differed in general (open and closed)
by content or purpose of the question (attitude, opinion, persuasion, behavioral,
characteristic questions etc.) or according to their survey-related function. To name only
the most important, there are(Sudman & Bradburn 1982):
-

Contact or initiating questions: they should be easy to answer and motivate for
answering the other questions

-

Buffer questions: These questions have the goal to prevent the influence of a
treated subject to the following sets of questions or topics (spill-over effect; see
(Hagmüller 1979, p. 102)

-

Control questions: The same content is asked in different wording elsewhere in
the questionnaire again. This is used to check whether the respondents
understand the question and whether they are concentrated when answering the
questionnaire.

-

Filter questions: They serve the elimination of such persons to whom the main
questions do not apply

-

Supplemental or consequential questions: They are used to follow individual
aspects of previous answers.

Generally, the two question formats can be summarized as follows:
The more structured, the more quantityMeasurement
The more open, the more qualityEvaluation

The questionnaire for this research will have a quantitative focus because there are two
research approaches and the case study will complement with a qualitative emphasis.
3.7.3.
Questionnairedesign
To develop the questionnaire, several steps have to be followed(Sudman & Bradburn
1982), (Willis 2005):
-

Problem analysis and definition of the survey objective (what do we want to
know?)

-

Devising thematic blocks: The subject to be examined is divided into main
aspects or areas

-

Collection and formulation of questions for each block
o As many questions as possible to formulate on every aspect. The
questions can be written/collected on file cards
o The file cards are being grouped under the certain headings to a thematic
block. Then the resulting question pool to each topic is worked through
(elimination of duplicates; weigh in similar formulations which one is
better, more accurate, etc.)
o Reduction of the number of questions that will be included in the
questionnaire

-

Verification of the questions according to content and linguistic criteria

-

Determining the order by
o the sequence of the questions within each theme complex
o the sequence of the topics

-

Determining the evaluation process (at the latest here open questions can be
replaced by closed questions - and vice versa)

-

Pretest: The preliminary questionnaire should be tested in a test run. It depends
mainly on the verification of comprehensibility of formulations. You can also
measure the time of survey. Usually instructions on how questions can be
formulated better or what questions are missing are being obtained by the
respondent. The feedback will be taken into account, so that afterwards the final
questionnaire can be presented

-

Conducting the survey.

In these steps, outlined mid-checks should be installed. For example, in the third step it
must always be reflected: Why do we ask this question? Is the questionnaire basically

ready or does the researcher has to review the response format again. Also you have to
make sure that operators are given for all questions. Operators give instructions to the
respondents so that they know what they are supposed to do and what each one of them
is expected (e.g. "tick the boxes"; "multiple answers possible", etc.). Questions without
giving operators are not recommended(Burkhard & Eikenbusch 2000, pp. 125-128).
Sometime should be invested into the optical design of the questionnaire. The
questionnaire should be clearly structured and clearly designed(Dillman 2010). Boxes,
different fonts, etc. optimize the layout. If you leave open questions in too little space,
one should not be surprised if the respondents only enter a few keywords.
Last but not least, it comes to formulate a cover letter (essential if the researchers are
not present in the survey situation). The cover letter should legitimize the survey and
motivate respondents to participate or to fill out. Last but not least it comes to formulate
a cover letter (essential if the researchers are not present in the survey situation). The
cover letter should legitimize the survey and motivate respondents to participate or to
fill out. The most likely to succeed when they realize the purpose of the survey and if he
also expects to benefit from it (feedback of results, what positive effects are
expectable?). The cover letter should include the following points:
-

Name / address of the sender,

-

Subject asked,

-

Correlation of topic, utilization objective and interests,

-

Anonymity of the survey,

-

Any reason why this particular person / group of persons is interviewed,

-

Any indication of feedback of the results,

-

Return Date,

-

Possibly incentives for return (e. g. a copy of the results as a gift).

The cover letter gains a personal character by an original signature (Eikenbusch 1998, p.
105), (Friedrichs 1973, p. 204)
The full questionnaire can be viewed in the Appendix at the end of the thesis.

3.8 Selection of sample groups
Before starting with the empirical part, there must be found the right investigation
object. First it must be decided what case shall be analyzed and then what target group
shall be surveyed.
3.8.1.
Case selection
In this study there are two research methods used: A single case studyanda
questionnaire.
The analyzed object of investigation in a case study is often determined on the basis of a
conscious choice. This sampling procedure is based on the assumption that the
researcher is able to identify cases that are particularly characteristic or typical for the
area of interest. Naturally, much remains left to the subjective discretion of the
researcher in context with a case selection(Kühn & Fankhauser 1996, pp. 124-127). The
case selection is often supported by only little scientific criteria like spectacularity,
uniqueness or popularity of the object of investigation(Boos 1993, p. 35).
Mayring(Mayring 1993, p. 28) speaks also of extreme cases, ideal types, frequent cases,
rare cases, borderline cases and theoretically interesting cases.
Cases can have one or a combination of an exploratory, descriptive or explanatory
purpose(Yin 1994, p. 4). Both single and multiple case studies can equally serve each of
the three purposes, however single case research is known for its descriptive power and
attention to context.
Case study is deemed a suitable research strategy when the proposed research addresses
a contemporary phenomenon, which the researcher has no control over; the research is
largely exploratory; and it addresses the "how" and "why" questions (Benbasat,
Goldstein & Melissa 1987), (Darke, Graeme & Broadbent 1998), (Yin 1994).
Furthermore, it is well suited when the contextual conditions are pertinent to the
phenomenon of the inquiry (Yin 1994, pp. 13-18). This makes the case study approach
well suited to the study of factors for the outbreak of the crisis such as the consequences
and the findings of results for a more successful bank business. Methodological
guidelines for case selection differ between single and multiple case designs. For single
case selection, Yin (Yin 2003, pp. 38-43)proposed four strategies and matched these
strategies to the purpose of the case inquiry. These are the critical case, the extreme

case, the unique case and the prelude case strategies. In following list, Yin relates each
to the purpose it serves best:
-

Critical
Testing a well formulated theory

-

extreme or unique
Documentation and analysis of a rare case

-

revelatory case
 Observation and analysis of a phenomenon inaccessible to scientific
investigation

-

prelude case
Exploratory, e.g. the first phase of a multiple case study research

A single case study is the appropriate research design under certain circumstances. Four
of these circumstances are briefly summarized here.
First, the single case design suits best when it deals with a "critical" case, which is
particularly suitable to test existing theory. The theory that has beenanalyzed already
has a clear bundle of assumptions and has established conditions under which these
assumptions were proved to be true. In such circumstances, a single case study can
make a contribution to test, refute or extend existing theory.
Another application would come into consideration if the examined case represents an
extreme or unique situation.
The revealing case should be mentioned as another aspect that always exists when a
researcher obtains access to hitherto unattainable scientific investigation objects.
Another situation for the application of a single case design is the typical or
representative more likely general situation for a number of cases to be explored. As a
result, conclusions can be drawn to other similar cases.

For this study it suits best to choose an extreme (and unique) case. The goal is to find a
case that can be compared to the theoretical findings from Chapter 2.
 The case study will be about Lehman Brothers
By doing a case study, the researcher assumes to find out that the problems that led to
the crisis can be elaborated in the case of Lehman Brothers. That case has all elements

that are needed for the research. It is an extreme case which has a kind of uniqueness.
This case is an allegory for the global financial crisis.
The bank went into bankruptcy in 2008. By investigating the case of Lehman Brothers,
it will probably become apparent what mistakes were made by the bank authorities and
what problems occurred. After analyzing the case, it could be found out that the bank
suffered from the ubiquitous malpractice that was mentioned in Chapter 1 and 2. From
these findings, factors of success shall be deducted which are supposed to be
implemented into a new business model or what mistakes need to be avoided.
Sample group for survey
The choice for the sample group of a survey depends on different aspects which have to
3.8.2.

be thought about first.
3.8.2.1.

Full sample survey

In the full or total survey approach, the total amount of the feature group, i.e. the main
population is included in the survey. It is important to note that the population in
factual, spatial and temporal respects must be defined in order to obtain a meaningful
mass of survey objects. Because of the high time and cost expenditure the practicality of
a total survey is limited and it is applicable only at a relatively small amount of the
relevant units that has to be investigated. However, the full survey is characterized
mainly by very high accuracy and validity of the investigation(Froböse & Kaapke 2003,
p. 60), (Weis 2001, p. 137), (Nieschlag, Dichtl & Hörschgen 1997, p. 95).
3.8.2.2.

Partial sample survey

In the partial sample survey, only a certain percentage of the population is surveyed,
wherein the selected objects- with respect to the total population -must be representative
and of the same structure. Therefore, the following selection procedure for the practice
has been developed:

Figure Error! No text of specified style in document.-2 Selection of the Sample
Group(Meffert 2000, p. 150), (Weis 2001, p. 136)

3.8.2.2.1. Random sampling:

In the random sampling process(Meffert 2000, p. 150), (Weis 2001, p. 136), the
selection of the units of investigation takes place by a random process. It is designed so
that each element can enter the selection with a predictable probability.
Simple random sampling:
This method assumes that all units of the population are known and can be identified.
Then, with supporting selection techniques, for example the use of random number
tables or a lottery selection, elements of the total population can be selected, but all
elements shall always have the same probability to be chosen.
Stratified random sampling:
This method can be applied to a heterogeneous population. Here, it is divided into
homogeneous subpopulations and then random controlled samplings are being removed
from the subpopulations.
Systematic random cluster:
The cluster sample is, as the stratified random sampling, a multistage selection.
Thereby, the population is divided into cluster or survey units of which then the final

sample is selected. This method is widely used in practice because it is a very cost
effective way to conduct an investigation.
3.8.2.2.2. Purposive sampling

In the purposive choice, a subjective influence and quantifiable impairment of
representativeness is possible. The selection procedure used for this is dependent from
both the goal of the survey and the organizational and financial aspects.
Quota sample:
The quota sampling approach is the method which is used in market research most
often. Here, the interviewer will set fixed quotas, which have been created on the basis
of the - even before the performance -well-known characteristics of the population. The
selection process is shifted to the researcher.
Convergence sampling:
In the convergence sampling method, there is deliberate focus on certain elements of the
population in the composition of the sample. A known method for this is the cut-off
method, where all elements are removed from the sample, which have only little or no
importance for the investigation target.
Typical sampling:
The typical sampling method is a form of the convergence sampling method, wherein a
number of elements is picked up, which is considered to be typical and characteristic for
the population.

Participants in a survey should be the ones who can provide information on a particular
question. That means the circle of participants depends primarily on the objective of the
survey(Salant & Dillman 1994).
As a full sample survey would have caused too high efforts and high costs, a partial
survey had to be carried out. Here, the convergence sample method was used as a
conscious choice to filter out those objects of the population that are not relevant for the
investigation.

In the context of this work and with regard to the banking sector, the sampling group
was to be selected from a bank.
Within the addressed institutions, it is necessary that the informant has a position with a
strategic function.
That is why the questionnaire will be addressed generally to the headquarters and to the
strategic divisions.
The researcher had to look up a list of banks in Germany, so the choice can be made
from the list. Since the biggest banks are affected most by the changes due to the crisis
(too big to fail, more equity capital etc.) it makes sense to choose the 60 biggest banks
by balance sheet totals in 2012 on the list, while expecting a rate of return of about 40%
to retrieve at least 24 questionnaires. Worst case scenario would be a return rate of 15
questionnaires.(See list of 60 biggest banks in Germany in appendix)
3.9 Data collection
Data can either be removed from already present sources(secondary statistical method)
or levied specifically for the purposes of a specific investigation newly(primary
statistical method). In practice, both are usually not used as alternatives, but applied
combined. Secondary sources serve quite often as the basis and prerequisite for the
primary research.
A primary data collection is useful, if no or only few secondary data are available for a
particular problem. If though secondary data are available, but these do not adapt to the
problem either enough or if these are inaccurate or, if opinions and attitudes on certain
problems shall be collected, primary data become relevant.
Methods / techniques of primary data collection(Neuman 2006)
There are different approaches for collecting data on a certain topic:


survey
o Oral Interview
o Written survey (questionnaire)
o Depth interviews - expert survey



group discussion



observation



content analysis



experiment

For this thesis, two methods are relevant and that’s why the focus will be on written
survey (questionnaire) and content analysis (case study).
Chapter 4 deals with the analysis of the case Lehman Brothers (4.1) and the analysis of
the questionnaire (4.2)
statistical EXCEL-evaluation of the questionnaire
The questionnaire was designed with the program MS-Word. It was created by forming
a table (see next figure).

The evaluation of the data of the questionnaire were made by MS-Excel. Each answer to
the particular criteria got a "1". The criteria are strongly agree, agree, slightly agree,
slightly disagree, disagree and strongly disagree. The population of all answers were 21.
After assigning a "1" for each answer to the chosen criteria, the sum of the digits was
calculated. The formula in Excel is "=SUMME(C5:C25)*6". In our example, the sum is
"6" answers for "strongly agree". From these sums it is possible to design a pie chart
(see figure X.X). The pie chart helps the reader to get the relations between the answers
and to see the tendency.

To gain an adequate and clear direction of the answers, the weighted average had to be
calculated. Therefore MS-Excel delivered the tight tool as well. The formula to use in
Excel and calculate the weighted average is "=SUMME(C27:H27)/21". In our example
(see below), the weighted average is 2.38. Comparing it to table 4.2 that would mean,
the average answer is "disagree" to the answer "Interdependence on the financial
market".

3.10

Questionnaire analysis

3.10.1 Questionnaire evaluation method

The evaluation of the results of the questionnaire was made by the Excel spreadsheet
from Microsoft. Thereby Excel can be used effectively and very quickly to obtain an
overview of the answers. For the creation of the questionnaire, no special software was
needed because the table function in MS word was sufficient (Schels 2010).
Excel was used to develop the needed charts to reflect the results 1. The questionnaire is
simulated in Excel and for each answer of the requested person a note was made, for
example, by a "1" in the appropriate response line. Subsequently, these notes were
automatically added and a sum was made, which was then used for the evaluation.
Thus a descriptive and uni-variate analysis can be performed (Weins 2010). So, the
results of each investigation characteristic were summarized and classified.
Furthermore, the situation was recognized and described significantly. The distribution
of all characteristic values of the investigation characteristics would be considered in
order to make the essentials quickly recognizable. The results could now be tabulated or
plotted as bar chart or pie chart.
In order to create a pie chart either the excel-internal interface could be used for
charting or manual creation of diagrams could be performed. Thereby the percentage
calculation was exercised to the relevant percentage to determine the population of all
answers. Following formulas was used:
p% = (Pv/G)*100
p% = percentage; Pv= percentage value; G = population of all answers.
After that, the calculated percentage is put into relation to a 360º pie.
Example:
p% = (20/60)*100 = 33.33%
33.33% of 360° = 120°
Following results could be achieved.
By giving the criteria a weighting, it is possible to calculate the average value of all 21
answers. The following table shows how it will work:

1

The researcher is experienced in evaluating questionnaire, due to several consulting activities in fields
of market research etc.

Criteria

value

Strongly agree

6

Agree

5

Slightly agree

4

Slightly disagree

3

Disagree

2

Strongly disagree

1

Table 3-2

questionnaire analysis tool I

Example:
Criteria

Value

Answers

(v)

(a)

Strongly agree

6

4

(6*4)/21=1.14

Agree

5

7

(5*7)/21=1.67

Slightly agree

4

1

(4*1)/21=0.19

Slightly disagree

3

4

(3*4)/21=0.57

Disagree

2

3

(2*3/21)=0.29

Strongly disagree

1

2

(1*2)/21=0.10

21

Average=∑[(v*a)/21]

Sum

Formula
[(V*a)/21]

=1,14+1,67+0,19+0,

≈
Table 3-3

57+0,29+0,10=3.96

questionnaire analysis tool II

The interpretation of the value 3.96 would be that the respondents in average slightly
agree to the particular hypothesis.

3.10.2 Data from the questionnaire

There were 60 questionnaires sent out to the 60 biggest banks in Germany (see list in
appendix). The deadline ended 12 October 2014. By that date 13 answers were mailed
back. At the same day, the researcher sent out a reminder with another deadline to the
20 October. The rate of return was 21 fully filled questionnaires ((21/60)*100=35%).
The goal was to achieve a rate of 40% (24 questionnaires). Thus, the number of answers
is still satisfying. The calculations was made via Excel and imported to the thesis
afterward. For the survey conducted the following results can be presented.
The result of the questionnaire analysis is shown in 4-2, 4-3 and 4-4 of Chapter 4.

